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AM ACT processor requires the knowledge of the spectral dtipsity
matrix or the sources and hence its applicability Is lim-

A ne no paametic ethd fr esimaingthe ited to the cases in which such knowledge is avaiible.

locations and power spectral densities of multiple wide- In the special case that the sources are narrowband
band sources from measurements provided by an array and axre located in the far-field of the array. the problem
of sensors, is described. The proposed method treats digentrates to thle estimation of the direction-o!-arrival
with the same ease multiple sources and multipath pro- and the center-frequency of the radiating sources.
pagation. Direction-or-arrival estimation for wide-band name.1y to -he 2-0 harmonic retieval problett. This
sources is obtained as a Limiting case of the proposed problem has been addressed by Wax et al. (1~b.where
method. a subaptimra! method. based on the cigenstructure of the

covariance matrix of the received sigrals. ha: been
presertled. This mnethod is an extension of !Ahe mn'thol

L INTRODUCTION presented by Sch.-idt (1979) (sec also Schmidt (19uJ))
In rdar sonr ad sismoogyoneis fequntl for tbe speetat case that all the sourctvs arc co-

in ada, snarandseimolgy ne s fequnty frequency. A 2;r-ni!ar method for this spevial rame based
interested in determining the locations- and the spectral on the eigenstruct:Jre of the spectral densztv matrix, has
densities ("signatures") of radiating sources from ineas- been cresenedb in:u(99)(e IaVevn
urements provided by an array of sensors. The signals ac db i-vr 17)(e l ecvn
received by the sensors consist, in the simplest ease. of an Kcpp (IS133. (19B1)).
sources to the sensors. may exist. In this paper a new approach is presented "or tht-

The conventional method for estimating the location prob!t- of estimating the locations and the spcctral
of the source is basted on a two-step procedure. Firs. de::si:.- -tr'x -.) wideband sources. Thc ?-ppr-aae cft. nor.pa1'dam.etrie ana henc robust and can "-c ivth mul-the time-diflerence-of-arrival (TDOA) of the the propagat- tipie s-urcis and rmultipath propagatinn. it is a one-step
ig signal to the different sensors are estimated using a prcjebaeonteeiminofh cgn:cur
generalized correlator (see e.g.. Knapp and Carter pocedthe p e d o.nth sity m tati of the cie ins .cur
(1976)). Then, these TIOs estimates are used to derive ofteset! uiy raixfthrc:-tc igl.'t
the corresponding lines-of-position whose "intersection.. exen the approacli of Schmidt (1979) and lHiivenu
yields the location of the source. This method has seri- (1979)e~ obr 0e aray It isan shonrths 1.the in uthe
ous shortcomings, the major one being the inability of subsaed ce 'he array. Itiho y theat es l" Pgn
the generalized correlator estimator to cope effectively subspce =typpng0te repea dnit atd cont&;. all te
with multiple sources and with multipath propagation inforauio z n t* e -rlcatinsofth imatix~~ cras all ce.

(see ~g..Carte (191)).Algorithms for extracting this information 'Lh.% aeablkAn interesting attempt to overcome this problem trade-offs between resolution and accurac~y. are
was outlined by Vort et al. (1979). Their basic idea was prosented. Simulation reseults that demonstre4c the per--
to use parametric models for the sources and the addi- forme.'oe of the propoe loihsaeacpcetd
tive noises and then to use system identification tech-poealrihsreic eeted
niques to estimate these parameters from the received
signals. The TDOA estimates are then extracted from TI. p"cslXp rOMMUlATION
these parameters. This ides was further elaborated and Assurre that we have in sensors and 1 (d <in)
developed by Porat and Frniedlander (19831) and Nehorai sources distr-butedi in the plane. L~vt (zt.Vi) defietc the
and Morf (1952). The shortcoming of this method. as coordi-ates of th-! i-th tource. FRach sour-e-m! es-!uned
woith any parametric method, is its sensitivity to the to emit a zer3-rnean wide-sense-stationaryiii that
assumed model. propaiates rade! y with speed c. Dienoting l. rcceived

The maximum likelihood processor for estimating slignal at the t-*h sensor by rdit). we can v, rite
the location of multiplc widobsnd ,sources'lha. been. nQ I
recently presented by Wax and Kailath (1082s). This rt f0AS ( O+7

a3 t.Ork *Flo wpported tn -.2- y the &A, ro-ce fce or ST Tli
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re the propagation time from the k-tb hAi

source to the il-tb sensorI
ia the attenuation from the k -tb source to A(we)

tho i-th sensor awile -4w, t,,1

%i(t) = the additive noise at the i-tb sensor Note that the i-tb column of A(u,,) corresponds to the

We assume that the noises I'%(f )J s are wide- attenuationsl and delays of the i-tb source to the
sense-stationary with zero-niean and iden~cJseta different sensors. Votivated by this we define the "loca-

densities. and that they are uncorrelated with each lion vector" of the i-th source as.
other and with each of the signals Ish (t) k = 1.. d .

Since the "observation" interval T. I -f-. X-i is
finite, we can represent the received signals (1) by either =(d

a Fourier series R(u) 1 '()Ag.(L)

T~a .?~Observe that since S(w.) and N(w.) are zero-

(which Implies the periodicity of r( -) outside the inter- mean, so is R(w,,). Thus it follows from (6) that the
va1 r.) @r by the inverse Fourier-transform of a Whit- covariance matrix of R(,1) Ru given by
taker (sampling) series: 'ER&,,)R*(rj.) =

vdt) Rdi. 1  (3) where + denotes the complex-conjugate transpose.
(a~ -nir)Now, it is well known (see. e.g.. Whalen (1971). p. 81) that

2 IU the observation interval is large compared to the
(which Implies that our processes vanish almost every- correlation time of the processes f 5  f.~C j~=
where outside the observation interval). In each case. and tnIt(L)I 1!i. then
the Fourier coefficients IRd, 3 ) . we ED. where 8 Is
the bandwidth of the processes 1. are given by ERw =(t. K(ei.) (B.a)

ES(W.W)SWJ) 3 (W.) (B.b)

= (U. f F ,t)r-'- It (4))0-N"i, 1 ) Q00 (8.c0
Ru) TVs .. LvQ)Y w8d whiere K(wj.j. P(.) and Q(w.) are the power spectral

whr density matrices of the processes Jr,( - )J. Isk(' - ) and

wher Pk~( - K respectivey, at the frequency z;. Now. since
=e Z n =0..2 (4b) we have assumed thatt the noises Ini( - )I are uncorre-

T * n= 0.. 2.lated processes withl-.e Name spectral densities it to!-

Note that since ,t( -) is real, lows that the noise power spectral matrix is givenl by

iu. = R41wu.) for all ni (4c) Q(:.) = o"(001 1 (9)

where 0 denotes the complex conjugate. Thus we need where 01(w,.) Is the (scalar) power spectral cecnsity of
only to consider positive "frequencies". iLe.. uim with each of the noises $n.~(t ) at the frequency w. and I
,n > 0. is the identity matrix.

Taking the Fourier coefficients of both sides of (1). Equation (7 car. th'en be rewritten as
assuming 7,4CT. we obtain X(w,%) = A(:;,P(w)A(.) + a5(.j)l . (10)

RW)= t ROS~( 3AX000JI,~t + NX(u, 1. (5) which Is the basic relation in the forthcoming analysis.

or rewritten In matrix notation MU. D2GF24DllC0MrSI1M Oi TISPCTIAI.
3tu, A(0,,)S!&J + N(ii3 ) (Be) DMNITY MAIVIX

where R(iwa) .S(r.,.) and N(wj. are the mnxt vec- Observing the struture of the spectral density
tors matrix, as given by (10). assuming that the rank of

ANi,) Is of (Le.. that th~e 1ocation vectors" of thc d
RA. sources are linearly independent ) and that P(ws) i%
= 3(~)positive definite, it cark easily be shown (scc e.g..

= . Schmidt (1979) or Pienvenu (1979)) that the minimat
(~) cigenvolue of K(w.) is equal to #2(uj) with maltiplicity

an-d. end that the corresponding cigenvector subilfce'
is orthogonal to the columns of the matrixA 0
namely, to the "loralin v.orr of the sources.L i Thus, denoting by p.(.jand IY4 (.)I the cigen-

N(,=(Sb) values and eigenveetors. respectively, of Kt:,). where

land A(&%isl the eanxd matrixitflosht

-~~~~~~--- A-.--. -- r- F-- _-



3

= ~ '(o) (i..) of freedom. The way to implement this test is to apply it
and sequentially to d = 0.1I...m - I and to choose c? as the

7,d Value of d for which -2 Ini., crosses the X2
* Is(Cfif). 1 .m-dj -L. I = ... dl (11.b) Significance level threshold.

where .1L denotes orthogonality.
In practice K(wR) is not known, so that an estimate V. SOURCE LOCATION ESTIMATION

i~. must be fornps4 fro-m &be dala.Iht eigenxsluem Let A, (w.) denote the 'location vector-
and elgenvectors of K(w,,) obey only Asymptotically the corresponding to a source at the point (z. y) and let
relations (I I). Die multiplicity of the smallest m - d denote the collection of the "location
tigenvalues of K(w.) (Ila) is reflected in the estimate ve'ctors" o! all possible locations J(z. Vifl in the plane.

Kw)assa "cluster" of the smallest m - d eigenvalues. These vect.ors can either be measured in the field orand the orthogonality condition (Ill.b) is reflected as computed analytically. using the appropriate propaga-
I' :a (12) tion model, if measuring is not feasible. The estimate of

9. , the sorces locations is obtained by computing and plot-
Since (12) holds for every v. c S. two reasonable ting
'measures- of the "closeness to orthogonality" over the a 5a~.)whole bandwidth 0 are either the sum or the product of z ''!(.V(,)
the individual. "measures" (12) at each frequency bin, in
the sense that

E Y 0 (13a) or
L'.: 9- 0A1 ~a)t~~ 0 (3)1(5b)

and also I ACij 1 ~~I
fl "j A, (Q.)V1'&.,)! :0 0 (13b) as a 2-D function of (z. v) -The d peaks of these 2-1)

&ago 1.1 function eons'.itute a good estimate of the locations
I (ic t. 1-. since for this values the denoministors 'if
(15) Should be "*close"* to zero accordi ng to (131 . lhel.two

IV. ~jETIO OF HE UMBR OFSOUCESestimators give in (15) differ in their resolution ard sta-IV. EMCIONOF HE NMBE OFSOUCESbility prsperties. For the first estimator (15a). it is clearDetermining the m - d eigenvectors that that the'e w-11 be a peak in the point (z. V) if end only ifcorrespond to the repeated smallest eigenvalue requires the -*'tt~jor vectort* A..,(-.) correspord-mg to thisthe knowledge of the number of sources d. In practice point * i-.s Oely orthqgonal" . at all frequencies .ud is usually unknown and hence it must also be to the eienectors IV&(:.,.).I 1.....m-dj . 'Phe second
as~mted rom he dta.estimator' (b). will have a peak at a point (z. V) evenThe problem of estimating d is equivalent to the if the "':etion vector" A. 5 (:.) correspond.ng .o this

problem of determining the multiplicity of the smallest point s :zeyoz'thogonazl". at only a subset --' ft re-
eigenvalue Of the !ipectral density matrix K(w.,). This quenc~es L.,cB . to t .he eiaenvectors jV(w.).
problem can be formalized as a hypothesis test £ ... 7.-d -Thus the first estimator wiill show

il~(.,~ ~)= =lower reso~ution but higher stability then the secondHd~fJ.):estimator. Other estimators that enable a more deiicate
A :A,(ep.) P0 ~gu~ trade-of! between reqolution and stability are discussed

by, Wax a' a' .(1. 52b).

It can be shown (see e.g Priestley et at. (1973) ) that the
likelihood-ratio statistic for this problem is given by the ~ SLRE ~ DNIYETMTOrati ofthegeoetrc men acL he ritmetc men o M.SOLRCESPETRALDF.SIT FZl.W111
m -d smallest eigenvalues of K(:j.). havi"!g at hand the estimates I(.~ of thei

i d-sources* Location we can construct an estimalte A(--.) of Ifl M(,.)I/mtd the matrix A(:.,) simply by stdcking together inc d
= (14a) location vect'ors"* corresponding to the estimnated posi-

I tions of the d sourves. Thus

Under the null hypothesis the saitc- 2 In Ldv is A~~ A (') A 5 j 1 .i
* asymptotically distributed AS Xi with (sn, - d) -I Now. s'nce the eigenvalues and eiteenvectors of
* degrees of freedom (see Priestley et at. (1973)). Ae~P~A~ are aA()- ~) V, (:J.

To minimize the probability of error. this test ml -~...v then from the well knowni spectral
should be performed for every -,. C H. Now, since the theorem o! matrix theory (see e.g.. Strang art31)o
rourier-coeff*,cient corresponding to different frequen- esticrate 3! A(:jnl'(wn)A'(:,,j can be construct cd by
cies are independent it follows that likelihood ratio A?,~P~A~
statistic for the different frequencies are Independent.
Thug, the COMPo3itC likelihood ratio statistics for deter- i (.(a)-2()J()y() (17a)
mining the number of sources Is given by

* I(~ (1b) where F!'w) is the estimate of ail(w.) .given ty

a'.J is distribute'd as X2 with 14[(m - )l 11l degrees tt~ m '~L~~!~ lb

1 Aim=



Rewriting this in matrix notation we obtain VIII. SIMUlATION RtSULTS
Because of space limitations we will present only the

result of a single simulation. The array consisted of O'ree
= V~.)[~t~) -;'(u)11&.,) (~a) sensors in positions (1.0). (0.0) and (0.1) and oe two

where sensors in positions (-1i,5) and (10,20). The signals
a were independent. ARMA processes with identical spectral

= [dg,.auA V3 (,(j)] (10b) density centered at 0.25 and or bandwidth 0.05. The
and additive noises were white processes and the signal-to-

noise ratio was 10 dB. The estimation of the spectral
-~ density matrix was done by the perlodogram method

I using an FFT of 64 points with a total of 330x64 samples.
(tee Theresults. using the estimator given by (15a) arc shown

inFig.l. The two peaks corresponding to the two sources
X.601are clearly seen.

'Daus. solving (10) for the desired spectral density matrix
P(qj . we obtain

p(~) =u?,. IDC. CONCLUDING RfZMAXK3
P~sp. A now non-parametric approach for passive localica-

(1) ion and identification of wideband sources, has been
presented. The approach is capable of handling multiple
correlated sources so that multipath propagation is

'VIL DIRZCTION-O7-ARRIVAL M21rIMATION OF WIDE-BAND included as a special came. Dircction-.f-arrivisl of multi-
SDURCM pie wideband sources Is also included as a !.peiaul case.

Direction-of-arrival estimation is a limiting cas of The method presented is based on the eigensirue-
source location estimation corresponding to sources at lure of the spectral density matrix of the received sig-
"infinity". Howcver. Instead of deriving the direction-of- nals. It Is an extension of the method of Schmidt (1979)
arrival estimation algorithm by limiting argumecnts let us and Bienvenu (1979) to the case of wideband sourves. It
go back to basics and see how to modify equation (1) for was shown that the eigenvector sub-space corresponding
this case. Clearly I-,s and to,5 are meaningless for to the rcpeated smallest eigenv'alue of the spectral den-
sources at infinity. A way around this problem is to sity matrLX contains all thc7 information on Lhe sources
define the reference not at sources' locations but at locations. Algurithms for extracting this information
some arbitrary point in the plane, say, the origin of the from an estimate of the spectral density matrix of the
coordinate axes. Equation (1) can then be rewritten as received sigr.'ls. t lat enable trade-offs between resolu-

T40) ion and accuracy. have been presented. Simulation
E a*,(#fa)sa(t -tG) + nt(t) (20) results that demonstrate the performance of the pro-

posed algorithms have also been presented.
We should note that though the propoted tnethod is

Z non-parametric, in t"e sense that it was derived for non-
-g parametrized signals, the estimation of the spectral der-

sity matrix of the received signals can be done by any
where method. non-parametric or parametric. whichevcr is

= the propagating delay between the t-Us sensor believed to give a better estimate.

and the reference point for a wavefront Computation-wise. the method is quite cxpensivc

impigingfromdiretion01,since It involves eigenvalue-eigenvector decompo!,ition of
Impigingfro dirctio O~the spectral density matrix at each frequency bin of the

=amplitude response of the i-th sensor to a received signals. Fowevcr. since all these eigndccompo-
sitions; can be carried out in parallel. using special-waveftront impinging from direction ft, purpose hardware, the computation time can be reduceil

The analysis parallels that of the general case dim- up to nearly real-time.
cussed in the previous sections. with the only difference
that the location ivector degenerates to a direction vec- RFRNE
tor given by
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